Patricia Fleming Projects
Cookie Policy
Patricia Fleming Projects (“us”, “we”, or “our”) uses cookies on
patriciaflemingprojects.co.uk (the “Service”). By using the Service, you consent to the
use of cookies.
Our Cookies Policy explains what cookies are, how we use cookies, how third-parties we
may partner with may use cookies on our website, your choices regarding cookies and
further information about cookies.
What are cookies
Cookies are small pieces of text sent by your web browser by a website you visit. A
cookie file is stored in your web browser and allows the Service or a third-party to
recognize you and make your next visit easier and the Service more useful to you.
Cookies can be “persistent” or “session” cookies.
Session (Transient) cookies: these cookies are erased when you close your browser, and
do not collect information from your computer. They typically store information in the
form of a session identification that does not personally identify the user.
Persistent (Permanent/Stored) cookies: these cookies are stored on your hard drive
until they expire (i.e based on a set expiration date) or until you delete them. These
cookies are used to collect identifying information about the user, such as Web surfing
behavior or user preferences for a specific site.
How Patricia Fleming Projects uses cookies
As a general user Patricia Fleming Projects only uses Google Analytics cookies.
Cookies for analytical purposes
Patricia Fleming Projects uses Google Analytics, a web analysis service provided by
Google Inc. (“Google”) for statistical purposes. This service uses cookies (both
persistent and session) to analyse how visitors use Patricia Fleming Projects’ website.
The information generated by the cookies concerning your use of Patricia Fleming
Projects’ website (including your IP address, time of visit to the site, the type of browser
that you use, the pages you consult and the files you download) is transferred to and
archived by Google on servers in the United States. Google uses this information to
create reports on the website activity for Patricia Fleming Projects. Google may not
supply this information to third parties unless there is a legal obligation to do so.
Google will not combine your IP address with other data at its disposal. By using
Patricia Fleming Projects’ website, you consent to the processing of the information by
Google in the manner and for the purposes as described above.

Google complies with the Safe Harbor principles and subscribes to the Safe Harbor
programme operated by the U.S. Department of Commerce.
In the event that you do not wish data on your website visit to be forwarded to Google
Analytics, you can download and install the Google Analytics Opt-out Browser Add-on.
You will find further information in Google Analytic’s privacy policy.
Third-party cookies
In addition to our own cookies, we use wix.com which uses both “persistent” and
“session” cookies. wix.com uses Stripe and PayPal as their payment gateway. In order to
make a purchase on our website you will need to accept Stripe or PayPal cookies.
We collect information which you provide us voluntarily. For example, we collect the
Personal Information you provide us when you register to our Services; when you signin to our Services via third party services such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or
Google; when you make purchases; when you submit or upload such Personal
Information as you use any of our Services; and/or when you contact us directly.
What are your choices regarding cookies
If you’d like to delete cookies or instruct your web browser to delete or refuse cookies,
please visit the help pages of your web browser.
Please note, however, that if you delete cookies or refuse to accept them, you might not
be able to use all of the features of our website.
Where can your find more information about cookies
You can learn more about cookies and the following third-party websites:
All About Cookies: www.allaboutcookies.org
Your Online Choices: www.youronlinechoices.com

